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About This Content

Customize your truck with a unique set of tuning space exploration themed options!

Space exploration inspired paint jobs

Spacewalk

Zarathustra

Flight of the ITS

Solar System

Space

Techno Nebula

Cabin toys celebrating space exploration

Space Shuttle
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Bobblehead Astronaut

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space
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euro truck simulator 2 space paint jobs pack download. euro truck simulator 2 - space paint jobs pack

Gameplay: 10/10
Graphics: 10/10
Story: ?
Soundtrack: boi

Explanation: simplicity in it's finest form. Adorable little game for chilling out and giving your brains a bit of a challenge. For
your efforts, the game gets (optionally) easier with hero progression and opens up skills that REALLY make you feel like a total
badass. Just don't use the same strategy again or you'll make the game almost purposedly boring. Gameplay is perfect for me,
chillful and fun, the graphics (the art) is fine, I loved it, creative and fresh. There is story, but we plebs will never see it, it's only
for Kickstarter backers xD (me not included, sadly.) And I wouldn't go hard on soundtrack, it is what it is. It is really fine, I
enjoyed it, but I'd rather have some music of my liking running in the background. Playing after having the physical release
played for nearly as much hours with my music playing all the while, it's really not a difference for me :D

10/10 from me, I absolutely love it.. I purchased this game for two reasons.

I missed SNES Games, and the souls genre is up my alley.

This game, albeit it a little buggy at times as a result of the underdeveloped engine it uses, is an amazing time and worth every
penny.. I bought this on sale at a hefty 90% discount. I lasted about five minutes before deciding it was a litttle bit *too* creepy
for the time and place I first played it. I, therefore, am not qualified to give a full review, but It's definitely worth a punt for
\u00a30.71. It's *really* creepy.

From my limited time in the game (so far) I can say that it has fullly customisable rendering options and fluid controls.
. AWESOME GAME with very strong side effects. This is a nice, responsive, fun physics based copter-game. It's not
overloaded with storylines (almost casual), and it keeps track of your progress so you don't have to keep starting levels over
when you mess up. Interesting obstacles that gradually get harder. Plays well on an internal Intel HD Graphics 4600, and has a
really cool tron-like look to it.. I like it. Not so long, not so short. Platformer, like Super Meat Boy. Funny. I got all
achievements.
I buy this for 50 cents, for 50 cents it is great. For 4.99 euro, hm... maybe, if you are very big fan of platform game and you
have nothing to play, but better wait for sale.. 5/10 and only recommended if it's under $10.

A very simple walking simulator with an OK plot and a few puzzles. The plot is interesting although I was able to figure it out
well before the big reveal at the end. There are not many puzzles, so don't be looking for a Myst or Soma-like experience. You
will need an occasional key or tool, but for the most part, you spend you time walking around, clicking on the few items that you
can interact with, and zooming into things that will trigger the next phase of the game. It's not other games since you need to do
certain things (even just retrace your steps) to trigger something like a door unlocking. It is mildly scary with a few jump scares,
but this game does not have a monster that you must hide from while completing your tasks.

You can finish it in under 5 hours, and much of that will be spent walking back and forth. The wandering around and
backtracking aspect of the game was annoying to me, as well as the lack of logic in what the triggers were to allow me to
proceed. The menu interface is bewildering, and there is no save option, so you have to reach the next chapter in order for
progress to be saved.

It's an OK use of a few hours of your time, so I would only buy it when it is steeply discounted.
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Suits my needs for realtive simple screen recordings. Works without having to thinks a lot about settings.
The intergrated Youtube upload feature is a boon in itself.

However, the userinterface is not that great. Sometimes a bit misleading and a bit to "artsy"
Custumer support reacts quite fast but seems not to be very fluent with the english language.

In my particuar case, they suggested a solution that i already described as not working.
In the end i solved my problen myself. So, the service is "there" for whatever it is worth.

Yet still, easy to use. Works so far without major problems. I am satisfied.. Void Monsters: Spring City Tales is a fun monster
trainer/simulation game. Actually, it's not really what I expected when I bought the game, but I am far from disappointed. The
game begins with you returning home after your parents were brutally murdered only to find your home town sinking into debt.
You inherint your parents' estate...along with their 52,000 gold debt, which accrues interest daily. You must raise money to pay
off your debt while also helping the villagers with various tasks. You really have to balance making money and adventuring.

There are lots of things to do! You can grow crops and raise goats. You need the things you grow and harvest from the goats to
craft various items to sell or use. You will also need items you can only get by fighting against wild Void Monsters using your
own trained monsters. You can gather runes and summon a large variety of different Void Monsters to help you on your way.

Overall, I am really enjoying the game. I have encountered a few bugs, but nothing that keeps the game from being playable. I
have had the game freeze on me occasionally, and there seems to be a memory leak causing the game to slow to a crawl after
playing for a couple hours...a simple restart of the game fixes the issue. Otherwise, the gameplay and controls work very well.. I
really like this game actually. Found it on redit! before it released and wanted to try it from there, so I bought it couple days
after release. Just now got around to trying it lol and it is well worth it. I have to say that the controls aren't all that intuitive it
will take a little bit to get used to but it is a pretty unique game premise for a puzzle game so I think that would be unavoidable.
If you like puzzle games that you can spend some time here and there playing then this just might be for you. overall I'd give it 8
out of 10, definitely worth the money.. Good if you want to play a D&D game without creating a character.

...So basically, it's a piece of crap.. Sims 3: Ten year old game, sold at full price with over-priced DLC, so about \u00a3400 for
the full experience. Don't bother, unless they mark the game down heavily.. If you like platformers you will hate this one.
Controls feel absolutely unintuitive, The campaign gets repetitive at level 3.
It may change in the future but at the current state this game is not worth to play with. I had this game before the golden age of
Steam. Traded it in and it was lost to me forever, but then Steam gave it back to me. Best RTS for big armies and building
stupidly big bases with four wall thick defenses. But please nerf 8 barrelled cannons.
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